YEAR 1 WEEKLY LEARNING
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We’ve had a shape-tastic week from maths all
the way through to PE and Art this week! The
great artist Wassily Kandinsky has inspired our
learning…

Our Learning Journey
The week begun with our literacy and completing
our adapted Gruffalo tales. Some of us now have
the stamina to write more than three pages;
remembering to use our phonics to sound out
new words, include finger spaces and beautiful
letter formation.
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And our favourite part of the week… we were
creative every single day! On Monday, we began
with some beautiful shape dancing; inspired by
Kandinsky’s approach of listening to music and
then visualising what he heard. On Tuesday we
learnt about his sculpture and paintings;
spotting similarities and differences between
them.

On Wednesday we experimented with
different types of paper and printing. And we
ended the week with a collaborative project –
we’ll show you this next week!

Star learner this week is…

Our maths learning has been inspired by Percy
Parker this week. We realise we can already
count out loud to our 2s, 5s and 10s; and now it’s
time to group objects and think about how to
show this in writing. We’ve also discussed how to
estimate and use a number range.

Luca!
Luca is so eager with his maths learning he
often needs reminding to take his time! This
week he has practiced counting in 2s, 5s, and
10s; grabbing every counting opportunity he
can find!
Well done Luca!

Reminders to Families
Home learning: Home learning is back to Friday hand-out
and Monday return as of this week. Apologies for any
confusion about this last week!
Please bring in: A photograph or drawing of a pet or a
house animal (in preparation for science after half-term)
Science Days: 31st Jan and 1st Feb
Many thanks,
Mrs MacCormack

